Full Itinerary & Trip Details

Daily Igdir Cultural Tour

PRICE STARTING FROM

DURATION

TOUR ID

€ 38 € 38

1 days

23521

ITINERARY
Day 1 : DAILY IGDIR CULTURAL TOUR
We will pick you up from the hotel in the morning. We will visit today:
Igd?r is the city that is the center of the province of I?d?r. Turkey's Erzurum in Eastern Anatolia Region
- is located in the department of Kars. The city center consists of 3 towns and 49 villages.
Koroglu Castle: According to the legend, the famous Koroglu was used as a watchtower for this
castle.It is even reported that the Aras River in the vicinity is protected from enemies thanks to this
watchtower.
Hal?k?shlak, located in Tuzluca district between Armenia and Igd?r, is one of the main stops of picnic

lovers!
You can have a pleasant and beautiful day in this promenade area, which carries snapshots from both
communities.
Gokdekli Cupola, located in the district of December, was built in the name of Hac? Ibrahim Gokdek,
which has a very respectable place in the town. There are tombs of three people in Gokdekli Cupola,
which is very valuable for the people of the region. Although it remains a mystery to whom the tombs
belong, the building is known to be quite old
Urartu Hills, located in the Melekli region, appeared during the excavations made in 1913.
Although belonging to the Urartu, many items such as ornaments, pistols and seals belonging to the
chipped stone age were found in these excavations. These hills have the most beautiful views of the
region, both for those interested in mountain bikes and for horseback riding.
Located in Melekli region, Melekli Tufan Ali Open Air Museum is a building from Aras Turks. You
can easily see the historical coaches museum from the Museum, which is also very close to the city
center of Igd?r.It is Coshkun Oluz, one of the leading in the region, that ensures that the ruins in the
region are taken under care and turned into a museum.
Shahmeran Hill and Cave, located in Melekli district, 5 km from the city center, have been the subject
of various stories and fairy tales. The story told by the local people is quite interesting. In this rather
large endless cave, King Shahmeran, the most magnificent and most fearful of snakes, falls in love with
a person in this region. When he realizes that his love is mutual, the relationship between Shahmeran
and his lover continues in this cave. They interact with each other and meet secretly. Although what
remains at the end of the story remains a mystery, of course, the reality of this story remains a mystery.
Many years later, many belongings of chipped stone age were found in this large cave. There are even
traces of these ruins in the homes of people living in the region.
After the tour, transfer back to your hotel. Overnight in Igdir.
We hope your tour was a memorable one and we would like to see you in the future in one of our tours
again. Have a nice trip back home and thanks for choosing us.

Includes
Professional English - speaking tour guides
All entrance fees mentioned in the itinerary
Transportation in a fully air - conditioned, non - smoking coach
Pick up from your hotel
Drop back to your hotel
Guided Igdir Cultural Tour

Excludes

Insurance: All types
Personal expenses: Lunches, extras at hotel or additional meals
Tipping: Tips for guides and drivers
International Flights and Domestic Flights

Routes

Available On Dates
10 November, 2020 - 31 March, 2022

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,
Saturday

